2D Barcode Scanner Overview
It integrates high-performance processor decoding board, it has fast decoding, high-precision ability, and high anti-interference ability. It can easily read barcodes on paper,
goods and other material.It also boosts high scanning speed and powerful reading ability with accuracy.
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Appearance:

Quick Start Guide

2.4G Wireless +USB Wired (Wireless Version)
Built-in FLASH memory, supports breakpoint resume
Support Windows XP/7/8/10,Mac OS

Power

USB Port

2.4G wireless mode

Packing List:
Barcode Scanner*1
USB Cable*1
Quick Start Guide*1
Certificate of Approval*1
Setup Card Inventory Function (Wireless Version)

USB Wired mode

Functions Setup:

LED Indicators

2.4G Barcode Scanner can setup all default
functions through reading the setup barcodes.

Indicator Colour

Meaning

Blue LED Flashing
Green LED Flashing
Red
LED

Good Read, with one short beep (high tone)
Configuration correct
The red indicator will light during charging,
and off when full charged

Read function barcode

Beeper

★ Design of whole body anti-vibration rugged

★ Independent intellectual property rights

★ Extremely comfortable handle feel

★ Button life up to 300 million times

Beeping

Meaning

Four short beeps, tone ascending

Power on

One short beep , high tone

Read barcode

Two short beeps, high tone

Buffer fail

Four short beeps, tone descending

Power off

Three short beeps, tone ascending

Configuration correct

Two short beeps(low tone) and stop scan when press scan key,
it means battery no power.(wireless version)

★ 1800mAh large capacity lithium battery(Wireless Version)
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DISCLAIMER

Suffix with Tab

Factory Reset

Disable Prefix

Suffix with Enter+Tab

Power on Wipe Cache

Suffix with Enter

Suffix with Tab+Enter

Suffix with Space

Disable Suffix

Using the barcode setting tool which developed
by our company, you can directly generate a 2D
barcode of Prefix/Suffix ,scan and setting the
Prefix/Suffix required.

Power on Do not Wipe Cache

Enable Prefix with'123'
(Test)

Enable Suffix with'987'
(Test)

Wireless Version:

NOTE

Due to the factory test of barcode scanner and adapter is separately,
some scanners may not paired with the adapters. If you get the scanners
can't transmit data successfully, please finish pairing with the following
operations. It needs around 3-15 seconds.

1
Plug in 2.4G adapter to PC
(wireless version)

2
Read '2.4G pairing'

Warning:
1.Please remove the power and USB cable under thunderstorm
weather conditions to avoid damage from thunder and lightning.
2.Keep away from heat sources, please ensure sufficient air
circulation.
3.Pay attention that the scanner is waterproof during storage,
transportation and running.
4.Please use DC5V 500mA power adapter.
More function setting,please contact us
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